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Recently, solar heat localization concept has provided an appealing route for efficient utilization of
solar thermal energy. This concept has shown remarkable promise in power generation,
desalination, distillation, water splitting, sterilization, oil spill cleanup, electricity generation from
salinity and also CO2 capture.
In this talk, we discuss the physics of molecular energy and latent heat storage to introduce an
integrated harvesting and storage hybrid paradigm for potential 24/7 energy delivery. The hybrid
paradigm utilizes heat localization during the day to provide a harvesting efficiency of 73% at
small-scale and ~90% at large-scale. Remarkably, at night, the stored energy by the hybrid system
is recovered with an efficiency of 80% and higher temperature than that of the day, in contrast to
all the state-of-the-art systems. The integrated hybrid concept and the system open a path for
simultaneous harvesting and storage of solar-thermal energy for a wide range of applications.
Furthermore, we report a solid-state sustainable CO2 collector (SCC), which is activated by solar
heat localization. This stable cyclic SCC is based on ionic liquids and graphene aerogel, which
undergoes solid-liquid phase change to efficiently capture and convert CO2. The SCC captures 0.2
moles of CO2 for every mole of ionic liquid and converts the absorbed CO2 into useful byproducts,
including water and calcium carbonate in each cycle. A system prototype of the SCC is developed
and demonstrated. The SCC provides a new and promising paradigm to efficiently capture and
convert CO2 using abundant solar energy to address global emissions and consequent
environmental challenges.
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